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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a novel algorithm for images satellite clustering using an adapted algorithm based on selforganization and the collective intelligence of ant colonies. The research aims to partition satellite images
automatically by discovering the number of thematic classes in multispectral satellite images. Ants normally move in
an array in one dimension and can carry objects. The attachment or removal of an object depends on a lot of
similarity between this object and the heap objects. The probability that an ant takes the object is greater than
leaving the object isolated. When an ant carries an image pixel, the probability that he deposits it as the element
density of the same type in the neighbourhood is great. The experimental results of the AntClust adapted algorithm
on satellite images can extract the correct class number.
Keywords: image clustering; ant colonies; AntClust; AntClass; Satellite images; Ant clustering;
1.0

INTRODUCTION

The classification system is designed to gather data into classes so that the data of the same class are as
homogeneous as possible. The existing classification methods can be grouped into two broad categories: (1)
Supervised classification that operates from a base of training data containing examples of previously treated cases
(e.g.: K Nearest Neighbours), and (2) Unsupervised classification designed to automatically split the image into
natural clusters, i.e. without any prior classes knowledge (e.g. K-Means).
The second classification type is called partitioning or clustering. Images’ clustering is the corner stone of any
vision system and an important step in the image analysis process [8]. Clustering is a basic step processing image
which aims to partition a dataset into meaningful classes. Image clustering depends on the pixels grouping with
similar gray levels in one pixels class. The classes obtained can have various properties in common (intensity, color,
texture etc). Satellite image clustering methods provide an image theme by grouping pixels with similar gray levels
in one pixel class.
Clustering, with ant colonies algorithms, is the best known and is a most widely used method due to its
implementation simplicity. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes how the founding ant colonies
algorithms works. Section 3 presents the basic principle and operation of the chosen ant colonies algorithm, named
AntClust. Section 4 presents the AntClust adapted algorithm. Section 5 presents experiments that were performed
with appropriate AntClust on satellite imagery in addition to comparison with clustering methods and section 6 is
the conclusion.
2.0

SEMINAL WORK

The automatic classification algorithms are inspired by the collective sorting behavior observed in ants. Some
studies have shown that some species of ants are able to organize various elements such as brood eggs, larvae, etc
[1, 2]. The basic principle of this behavior is as follows:


When an ant encounters an element of the brood, the more isolated the element is, the more likely it is to
pick it up;



When an ant carries a brood item, the probability that the picked object is from a file that consists of the
same element density and type within the neighborhood is great.

Deneubourg et al [1] were the first to model this behavior. In simulation experiments, the objects to be collected are
also placed randomly on a grid. Ants are modeled by simple agents that are also placed randomly on the grid
representing the environment in which they live. Each agent has only a local perception of its environment and is
responsible for moving objects based on similar objects concentration in their immediate environment called the
"neighborhood".
The principle is to group similar objects into groups on a grid. Each ant can take an object with a probability based
on its similarity with the objects in its neighborhood and deposit it with the same probability. After some iteration,
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similar objects groups are formed on the grid. The main characteristic of these algorithms is their unsupervised side,
which allows the automatic discovery of the number of correct groups without external intervention as is usual in
conventional classification algorithms. The objects deposit and collection are biased by probabilities Pp and Pd
represented by:
 k1
Pp  
 k1  f





2

 f
Pd  
 k2  f





2

(1)

f is an estimate objects number placed in the ant vicinity. k1 and k2 are positive constants. When f << k1, this means
there are few objects in the object vicinity, and therefore, the taking probability Pd is high (close to 1). Conversely,
when f >> k1, the chance to take the object is small if it is surrounded by several objects.
The algorithm proposed by Deneubourg was adopted and extended by Lumer and Faita [7] for the classification of
digital data.
Lumer and Faieta work inspired other authors to solve the classification problem by ants. Kuntz et al [5] were
inspired by clustering graphs. In [6], ant-based classification algorithm was proposed for minimizing
communication between processors in a simulation where the processing is spread over multiple processors. In [10],
Monmarché s introduces a classification algorithm called AntClass using ant populations. AntClass is based on the
Lumer Faieta algorithm with some basic modifications. AntClass uses a toroidal grid and each ant can carry several
items at once and bring in many objects on the same grid cell. Moreover AntClass is an ant algorithm hybridization
and classification algorithm similar to the classic K-means.
AntClust [11] is an adaptation of the AntClass reiteration with improvements concerning the objects support
classifying and movement of ants for images segmentation.
3.0

THE ANTCLUST ALGORITHM

The work of Lumer, Faieta and Monmarché was resumed in order to support the classification of objects and
movement of ants.
In most ant-based classification algorithms, like AntClass algorithm, objects are placed on a two-dimensional grid
and ants move on a grid cell to another, and use a local similarity measure to group similar objects (Fig.1).

Objects
Heaps

Fig.1. AntClass structure. Initially, each cell of the grid consists of a
unique object. Finally, after AntClass treatment the classes are
formed with heaps. A heap is a set of similar objects.
In AntClust [12], the grid is abandoned because it is not easy to find the proper settings for several related
parameters as listed below:


The grid size has a great influence on the convergence of the algorithm. The grid should not be too large
because the ants would waste time looking for objects, and not too small. Otherwise, there will be no
empty cell to drop objects moved by ants.



Each grid cell can contain only one object at a time. This means that an ant can spend some time finding an
available cell on the grid.



The movement of ants on the grid is random. Some cells may not be visited by ants, and therefore, the
objects placed there will not be collected in an acceptable number of iterations.

The results obtained are essentially visual. It must go through a post-processing for use in an object partition.
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Objects

Heap

Fig.2. AntClust structure. Initially, each cells consists of unique
objects. Finally, the new provision suggested by Ouadfel in
AntClust the classes are formed with heaps.
These difficulties have led us to propose the algorithm AntClust, described in the following section.
3.1

PROBLEM FORMALIZATION

Consider a set of N pixels {p1, p2,..., pN}. We want to group them into classes that are as homogeneous as possible
in terms of the gray level of the pixels. We also consider a population A of K ants {a1, a2,...,aK} that cooperate
together and communicate by stigmergie to provide an optimal classification.
Initially, it was N classes for each pixel. In the process of classification, ants move pixels from one class to another
and try to group similar maximum term gray level pixels in the same class.
To do this, we assess a measure of similarity between a pixel pi with the gray level ngi and the centre of gravity gk for
a class ck defined as follows:


1

f ( pi , c k )  
2
  ng i  g k 

1  


 

(2)

 is a parameter that controls the expansion of the function f.
The similarity function f ( pi , ck ) is maximum when ngi = gk and is standardized between 0 and 1.
3.2

ANTS ENVIRONMENT

During the AntClust classification process, ants move periodically from their nest to an array of N cells representing
classes of pixels as shown in Figure 3. This array has the following properties [12]:




Each cell of the array is linked to the ant’s nest that facilitates the movement of ants on the array,
Each cell of the array can contain an unlimited number of similar pixels as a measure of similarity,
Initially, the ants are on the array corresponding to the pixel grouping cell and each cell contains
only a single pixel.

array cels

Nest

Fig.3. The ants artificial environment
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With the used grid in previous works, this array provides two key benefits:
1. It ensures that ants do not waste time searching the pixels on the grid
2. Identification of pixels classes is immediate because a cell can contain more than one pixel. Like
in other works, a class is represented by a mass of objects; in this case the class is represented by
pixels.
To clarify this point, we will introduce the figure below :

Fig. 4 Lumer & Faieta Classification vs. Adapted AntClust Classification
We refer to Fig.4 which illustrates the class used for different approaches (Lumer & Faieta [7] on the left, and
AntClass, Antclust and our Adapted Antclust classification on the right)
Later, the term "cell" refers to a pixel class.
3.3

ANTCLUST ALGORITHM

The algorithm begins with an initial phase in which (1) N pixels are randomly placed on the cells of the grid; (2) The
A Ants {a1, a2, aK} are moved by their nest and arranged randomly on the cells of the grid by verifying that a cell
cannot contain more than a single ant at the same time; and (3) The ant collects a pixel of the cell where it is. As a
result of this step, the classification process begins.
This is a simple loop in which (1) an Ant is randomly selected; (2) It returns towards its nest and moves towards a
cell guided by an heuristics information; and (3) the Ant decides to drop the pixel where it is transported according
to a probabilistic rule. Once it becomes free, it makes new movements between the nest and the cells of the grid to
find the next pixel to be carried. Picking up a pixel is also performed based on a probabilistic rule. This loop is
repeated for each ant.
During the classification process, no new class is created but a class can be lost if a cell corresponds to an empty
cell. At the end of the clustering process, the number of interesting classes of the image corresponds to the number
of non-empty grid cells.
AntClust algorithm (1) is as follows:
/***************** STOCHASTIC AntClust
/* Initialisation*/
For each pixel Pi do
Place pi in a cell of the array
EndFor
For each ant a1 Do
Place a1 in a cell chosen randomly and assign its pixel.
State [a1]: = carrier;
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EndDo
Move all the ants towards the nest
/* Main loop */
For t=1 to tmax Do
For every ant a1 Do
If State[a1]= carrier Then
Move a1 towards a cell ck
Deposit := false ;
Deposit := Deposit the pixel pi which it transports in ck with a
probability Pd(pi,ck)
If Deposit = True Then
State [a1] : = free ;
EndIf
Else
Choose randomly a pixel pi;
Move a1 towards the cell ck containing pi;
Carry := false ;
Carry : = Carry pi of its cell with a probability Pp (pi, ck),
If Carry = true Then
State [a1] := Carrier ;
EndIf
EndIf
Move ants towards the nest
EndFor
EndFor
Return the obtained partition
In the next section, we are going to describe in detail the rules of movements; collection and deposit of pixels
which ants are going to use on the array classify the image pixels.
3.3.1

ANTS MOVEMENTS

During the clustering process, the ants move regularly between their nests and grid cells to transport or deposit a
pixel. To accelerate the process of grouping, and therefore, the convergence of the algorithm, the ant does not have
a completely disorderly movement. For this purpose a modified mechanism version of short-term memory
introduced in [7] and [9] is proposed.
In the Lumer and Faieta approach [7], each ant memorizes the m last objects it collected and their location on the
grid. Every time it picks up a new object, it compares the object to the objects in its memory. Later, it goes to the
location of the most similar object in terms of Euclidean distance. This mechanism has been extended in [3],
replacing the Euclidean distance between two objects by the neighbourhood function applied to the positions of all
the objects to be classified.
Monmarché [9, 10] incorporates the ideas of Lumer and Faieta, and uses the distance between the centre of gravity
of the Heap by the Ant and the heap that he memorized (since in his approach, the ants can transport more than an
object at a time) to choose the next location of the object (or the heap) that she transports. We adapt these ideas for
the images classification and extend it for the deposit and the collection of pixels as follows:
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When an ant carries a pixel, it allows access to its immediate neighbourhood. It calculates the similarity function
defined in Eq. 2 for each cells of the 8 neighbours of the pixel it transports and evaluates the ability to directly
deposit it in one of it candidate cells. The best location will be the one for which the similarity function is
maximum.
The ant decides then to deposit its pixels on this location with a probability pd. If the decision is negative, the Ant
keeps the pixel it transports and tries other cells randomly selected until it is able to deposit it.
In this research, when an ant is looking for a pixel to be transported, a common index table containing the free pixels
is used (not transported by an ant). Initially, the index table contains all the pixels in the image. We chose to sort the
index by an ascending order according to the distance between the gray level of the pixel and the centre of gravity of
the class. This index table is a function of the similarity between the gray level of the pixel and the class in which it
is located, such that the most dissimilar pixels, which are the farthest from the centre of the classes, are at the top of
the index table.
This choice has two advantages: (1) it ensures that only the pixels furthest away from the centers of gravity of the
classes to which they belong (the dissimilar pixels) and (2) the update of the index is facilitated each time an ant
deposits a pixel in a cell of the array.
When the ant is not carrying any pixels, it searches for a possible pixel to pick up and this search is guided by the
index table that contains all free pixels.
Three cases have to be considered:
Case1: If the considered pixel named (pi) is alone in its designated cell called (ck),
Case2: If it has one pixel with it in the same cell and
Case3: If there is some others pixels with it the cell.
1.
2.

In the first case, the ant picks up it automatically.
In the second case, we have an invalid class with only two pixels; the ant will destroy
this class by picking up the considered pixel with a probability q.
3. In the third case, the ant has a high probability to pick up a pixel if its similarity with all pixels in the class is
low (tend to 0).
The formula in equation (3) describes the ant pixel decision in the three states:
3.3.2

PIXEL REMOVAL

The probability of carrying a pixel pi of its cell ck is defined by the following formula:




p p ( pi , c k )  


 k p 

1
q
kp
f ( pi , g k )

if ck  1
if ck  2
else

(3)

where where q is a fixed parameter in [0,1], | ck | is the number of pixels in the ck cell and gk its center of gravity. If
the ck class contains only one pixel, it is systematically collected by the ant.
If the class contains two pixels, the ant has a probability Q of collecting pixel pi. Finally, if the cell contains more
than two pixels, the pp probability of transporting pixel pi is important when the similarity function between the
center of class ck and the gray level of pixel pi is low (toward 0).
3.3.3

DEPOSIT OF THE PIXEL

If an ant carries a pixel pi, he explores its immediate vicinity to choose ck cell, where he will move (see 3.3.1) to
deposit with a probability given by the following formula:
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1 si f ( pi , g k )  f ( pdissim , g k )

f ( pi , g k )
p d ( pi , c k )  
else
 f ( pi , g k )  k d

(4)

With :

f ( p dissim , g k )  min ( f ( p i , g k )
pi k

(5)

So if the pixel transported by the ant is closer to the center of the ck class than the pixel most distant from this class,
it is deposited there. Otherwise, the smaller the function of similarity between pi and ck, the lesser is the probability
of deposits.
4.0

THE ANTCLUST ADAPTED ALGORITHM

The AntClust algorithm is not optimal and it is unable to estimate the number of classes considering small
homogeneous classes as the objects themselves, increase somewhat the ants carrying capacity. In order to process
objects by ants, we adapted the AntClust algorithm and consider the ants can carry a whole heap of objects.
To reduce the number of heap, the ants will be able to carry a heap of objects. The ant drops a heap T1 on a heap T2
if the distance between the gravities centres of the two heap is less than Tp (this is a maximum dissimilarity to create
a heap consisting of two existing heaps if their interval is between 0.05 and 0.2) (See Algorithm 2); [4]
When T1 and T2 are gathered together, they form a single heap T3. This means that two heaps that have been
collected cannot be separated. This accelerates the convergence of AntClust in the second stage. Convergence is
reached when the rate of change of pixels classes is low or zero between two consecutive iterations. The AntClust
adapted algorithm for image clustering is carried out in the following two steps:
4.1 FIRST STEP
During this step, only the AntClust algorithm is applied where the ants colony is disposed according to a uniform
random law to classify images. The ants are deposited to the grid.
The pickup and deposit of pixels are not conducted physically, but virtually, following probability measures
calculated in the pixel spatial neighbourhood on which the ant is deposited.
The similarity between two pixels is measured based on the Euclidean distance radiometric. The pickup and deposit
parameters Pd and Pp considered are between 0 and 1 allowing for more homogeneous classes, and limiting the
clustering errors. The two parameters are determined empirically and the transport capacity of an ant is equated to 1
This first step is an iterative process that ends when the pixels exploration rate is 100% or if it equals a certain
threshold. At the end of this step, a labelled image is obtained.
However, there is a risk of two problems:
1. A large number of classes as illustrated in Fig. 5,
2. The ants movement is random, thus, there is a risk of unclassified pixel (pixels free),
In order to solve these problems, we propose a second exploration phase during which another ant-based algorithm
is applied.
4.2 SECOND STEP
Assigning a class to each pixel and the reduction of class number occurs following these steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The colony is composed of a single ant,
The displacement of the ant is deterministic,
The ant has its own internal memory to directly target the free pixels,
The ant transport capacity is infinite and the ant is capable of manipulating heap of objects
The basic heuristic rules are adapted to allow the ant to manipulate entire heap,
The parameters Pp and Pd are also used.

The adapted AntClust algorithm (algorithm 2) is as follows:
/*********** DETERMINISTIC AntClust
- Initialization parameters of the ant colony (a single ant, speed, infinite transmission capacity c(ak ) = ∞).
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- Initialization the rate of minimal change.
Begin (Algorithm)
While (Current rate of change < fixed rate of change) Do
Repeat
Determine movement toward a heap
Pick up the heap
Repeat
Determine movement to another heap
Calculate the distance between the gravity centers of the two heaps (picked heap and the new heap)
Until the distance between the gravity centers of the two heaps <Tp
Merging of two Tas (formation of a new Tas)
Until All heap are visited
- New configuration
End While
Classified image
End (Algorithm)

5.0

Fig.5. Evolution of the number of heaps during iterations
RESULTS AND COMMENTS

This work is implemented using the C++ Builder 6 programming language. To test our approach, we used a
multispectral image of the Oran region (West Algeria) of 800×700 = 560 000 pixels (Fig.6), acquired by the
LANDSAT satellite in 1993. This image has been chosen for the diversity of themes within it.
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Channel 1

channel 3

channel 4

Fig.6 Images of channels 1, 3 and 4 to the region of Oran
We set Pp = 0.015 and Pd = 0.56, empirical parameters [4] with 50 Ants and the iteration number tmax=3*106. In
order to evaluate the obtained classes by the adapted AntClust algorithm, we used a supervised database of known
number of classes: 12 themes. We defined two measures to perform the evaluation results: Classification Error (CE)
and Classification rate (CR).
Classification Error (CE) :
CE 

Pixels number incorrectly classified
total number of pixel

Classification rate (CR):
CR  ( 1  CE )  100%
CR 

Pixels number correctly classified
 100%
total number of pixel

Table 1 : comparison of different methods
ad AntClust.

AntClass

K-means

Error CE

0.00828

0.0691

0.0817

Rate CR

99.172 %

93.089 %

91.83 %

The comparison results between adapted AntClust, AntClass and K-means show that the results of the adapted
AntClust are better than that of the other two algorithms. Table 2 shows the pixels number for each class obtained
by the three algorithms and Table 4 presents the used parameters by the AntClust adapted algorithm.
After calculating the number of pixels distributed, we obtain the following table:
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Table 2. Pixels number of classes for each algorithm

Table 3 : pixel's percentage distribution
adapted AntClust.

AntClass

K-means

Pixel Number

560000

560000

431437

% exploration

100%

100%

72%

It is noted that the Adapted AntClust algorithm and AntClass have exploited all the pixels of the image (a total of
5600000 pixels) with the existence of 28% of pixels not used for K-means as shown in Table 3. The Adapted
AntClust has obtained the number of classes equal to the number of gray levels present in the image (see Fig. 7).
Using the example of the truck farming and Cereal, which have 2 and 1 class respectively, the presence of these
classes are detected by the AntClust algorithm as shown in Fig. 7.a (and verified by Table 2 in terms of pixels), but
not by the other two algorithms confirming that the adapted AntClust algorithm could retrieve the exact number of
classes. The results clearly indicate that the adapted Antclust algorithm has knowledge of the probable number of
class, successfully identifies an equal number of classes with total distribution of pixels.
Although the AntClass algorithm gave results similar to the adapted AntClust, its contribution in this case is
irrelevant. The Antclust Convergence is limited as shown in Figure 5, for number of Classes (Heaps) greater 50000
the algorithm does not give any interesting results which was why the adaptation Process (Adapted Antclust) was
introduced in order to reduce the number of Heaps (50000) and the number of existing Themes( 12)
This clearly shows that the Antclust adapted algorithm provides high-performance results and subsequently requires
no improvement.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig.7. Classified image Adapted AntClust (a), by K-Means
(b) and by AntClass (c)
Table 4: Settings of the Adapted AntClust
Settings

Description

Value

Tp

Control the probability to deposit a pixel in a cell

0.1

Q

Control the probability to select a pixel in a cell
containing two pixels

0.7

β

Control the expansion of the similarity function.

50

6.0 CONCLUSION
The research outlined in this paper shows the efficiency of the adapted Antclust algorithm for image clustering and
classifications as compared with the AntClass and K-means algorithms. AntClass group similar objects into groups
on a grid
In Antclust, each pixel is placed in a discrete array, which represents the environment of the ants. In our adapted
AntClust, we proposed an amelioration of AntClust algorithm to have salient effect in fastening the clustering
process. The advantages of the proposed algorithm are that it does not require prior knowledge of the class number
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or an initial partition of objects. Experimental results on satellite images demonstrated the ability of Adapted
AntClust to extract the correct number of clusters and to give better clustering quality compared to those obtained
from Antclass algorithm and a classical clustering like k-means.
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